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self because I kind of 'did it' for no 
reason. But when he does stick 
around with (the baby) for me, it 
worked. But it's really hard when 
you're pregnant or have a baby to 
even get someone to be with you. I 
don't want to do this by myself 
anymore, you know. So I try not to. 

Discussion 

This essay shows the need to examine the 
motives behind street youths trading sex for 
things other than money, drugs, and alcohol. 
In particular, we need to know much more 
about the prevalence of trading sex for 
physical security, job security, and child care. 
Are such trades exclusive to the group I 
studied, or are all street adolescents forced by 
similar circumstances into similar behavior? 

If trades ofsex for physical security and child 
care are, in fact, common among street youth, 
then programs to reduce this behavior should 
provide adolescents with free child care and 
accessible shelters where they can escape 
physical threats. Increasing the policing of 
areas where street adolescents are physically 
threatened would also reduce their need to 
trade sex for security. Additional research on 
these activities would benefit from combin- 
ing survey data with an ethnographic com- 
ponent, thus giviing a more complete picture 
of risky behaviors. 
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About Texts 

Every cultural anthropologist ought to be 
interested in finding, or creating, and 
analyzing texts. By "finding" texts I mean 
things like diaries, property transactions, 
food recipes, personal correspondence, and 
so on. By "creating" texts I mean recording 
what people say during interviews. 

But by creating text, I also mean doing what 
Franz Boas did with George Hunt, and what 
Paul Radin did with Sam Blowsnake. In 
1893, Boas taught Hunt to write Kwakiutl, 
Hunt's native language. By the time Hunt 
died in 1933, he had produced 5,650 pages of 
text-a corpus from which Boas produced 
most of his reports about Kwakiutl life 
(Rohner 1966). 

Sam Blowsnake was a Winnebago who wrote 
the original manuscript (in Winnebago) that 
became, in translation, Crashing Thunder: 
An Autobiograpb of a Winnebago Indian 
(Radin 1926). More recently, Fadwa El 
Guindi (1986), James Sexton (198 I), and I 
(Bernard and Salinas 1989), among others, 
have helped indigenous people create 
narratives in their first languages. 

Original texts provide us with rich d a t a 4 t a  
that can be turned to again and again through 
the years as new insights and new methods of 
analysis become available. Robert Lowie's 
Crow texts and Margaret Mead's hours of 
film about Bali dance are clear ex-amples of 
the value of original text. Theories come and 
go but original texts remain for continued 
analysis and exegesis. 

If we include all the still and moving images 
created in the natural course of events (all tele- 
vision sitcoms, for example), and all the sound 
recordings (all the rock and country lyrics, for 
example), as well as all the books, magazines 
and newspapers, then most recoverable in- 
formation about human thought and behavior is 
naturally occurring text. If we piled up all the 
ethnographies and questionnaires in the 
world we'd have a pretty big hill of data. But 
it would be dwarfed by the mountain of 
naturally occurring texts available right now, 
many of them in machine-readable form. 

uJi.uss@nervrn. nerdc. ufl. edu 

The Human Relations Area Files (HRAF), 
for example, consists of about one million 
pages of text on about 550 societies around 
the world. The data on a 60-culture sample 
from that database are available on CD- 
ROM and HRAF is converting the entire 
million-page corpus of text to machine- 
readable form. The Center for Electronic 
Texts in the Humanities at Rutgers Uni- 
versity is bringing together machine- 
readable corpera (Shakespeare's works, 
ancient Greek and Latin literature). Legal 
scholars can access some court opinions on 
line. The list goes on and on. Conversions of 
text corpera to on-line databases are pro- 
ceeding at a breathtaking pace. 

QuaVQuant and Texts 

One ofthe things I like best about texts is that 
they are as valuable to positivists as they are to 
interpretivists. Positivists can tag text and can 
study regularities across the tags. This is what 
content analysis (including cross-cultural 
hypothesis testing) is about. Interpretivists 
can study meaning or look for the narrative 
flourishes that authors use in the (sometimes 
successful, sometimes unsuccessful) attempt 
to make texts convincing. 

Scholars of social change have lots of 
longitudinal quantitative data available (the 
Gallup poll for the last 50 years, baseball 
statistics for over 100 years, to name a 
couple of well-studied data sets), but long- 
itudinal text data are produced naturally all 
the time. For a window on American pop- 
ular culture, take a look at the themes dealt 
with in country music and in Superman 
comics over the years. 

Or look at sitcoms and product ads from the 
1950s and from the 1990s. Notice the differ- 
ences in, say, how women are portrayed or 
what people think is funny in different eras. 
In the 1950s, Lucille Ball created a h o r  
when she became pregnant and continued 
making episodes of the I Love Lucy show. 
Now think about almost any episode of 
Seinfeld. Or scan some of the recent episodes 
of popular soap operas and compare them to 

Continued on page 10 
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those of 30 years ago. Today's sitcoms and 
soaps contain much more sexual innuendo. 

How much more? To measure that, you could 
code a representative sample of exemplars 
(sitcoms, soaps) kom the 1950s and another 
representative sample from the 1990s, and 
compare the codes (content analysis again). 
Interpretivists might be more interested in un- 
derstanding the meaning across time of con- 
cepts like "flirtation," "deceit," "betrayal" 
"sensuality," and "love," or the narrative 
mechanisms by which any of these concepts is 
displayed or responded to by various characters. 

Suppose you ask a hundred mothers to 
describe their last pregnancy, or a hundred 
labor migrants to describe their last (or most 
dangerous, or most memorable) illegal 
crossing of the border, or a hundred hunters 
to describe their last (or most difficult, or 
most thrilling) kill. In the same way that a 
hundred episodes of soap operas will con- 
tain patterns about culture that are of inter- 
est, so will a hundred texts about preg- 
nancies and hunts and border crossings. 

The Coding Problem 

The difficulty, ofcourse, is in coding textsand 
in finding patterns. Coding turns qualitative 
data (texts) into quantitative data (codes), and 
those codes can be just as arbitrary as the 
codes we make up in the construction of 
questionnaires. 

When I was in high school, a physics teacher 
put a bottle of Coke on his desk and chal- 
lenged our class to come up with interesting 
ways to describe that bottle. For weeks it sat 
on his desk as new physics lessons were 
reeled off, and each day new suggestions for 
describing that bottle were dropped on the 
desk on the way out of class. Some of those 
suggestions were pretty lame (pour the 
contents into a beaker and see if the boiling 
point was higher or lower than that of sea 
water) and some were pretty imaginative 
(let's just say that they involved anatomi- 
cally painful maneuvers), but the point was 
to show us that there was no end to how 
many things we could describe about that 
Coke bottle, and the point sunk in. I 
remember it every time I try to code a text. 

The QDA Problem 

Coding is one of the steps in what is often 
called "qualitative data analysis," or QDA. 

Deciding on themes or codes is an unmit- 
igated, qualitative act of analysis in the 
conduct of a particular study, guided by 
intuition and experience about what is 
important and what is not. Once data are 
coded, statistical treatment is a matter of 
data processing, followed by further data 
analysis. 

When it comes right down to it, qualitative 
data (text) and quantitative data (numbers) 
can be analyzed by quantitative and qual- 
itative methods. In fact, in the phrases "qual- 
itative data analysis" and "quantitative data 
analysis," you can't tell if the adjectives 
"qualitative" and "quantitative" modify 
the simple noun "data" or the compound 
noun "data analysis." It turns out, of 
course, that both QDA phrases get used in 
both ways. Consider the following table: 

Data 

Qualitative Quantitative 
.: Qualitative a b 
V) > 

+ Quantitative c d 

Cell a is the qualitative analysis ofqualitative 
data. Interpretive studies of texts are of this 
kind. Studies ofthe cell dvariety, by contrast, 
involve the statistical analysis of question- 
naire data, as well as more mathematical 
kinds of analysis. 

Cell b is the qualitative analysis of 
quantitative data. It's the search for, and the 
presentation of, meaning in the results of 
quantitative data processing. It's what 
quantitative analysts do after they get 
through doing the work in cell d. Without 
the work in cell b, cell d studies are puerile. 

Which leaves cell c, the quantitative 
analysis of qualitative data. This involves 
turning the data from words or images into 
numbers. Scholars in communications, for 
example, might tag a set of television ads 
from Mexico and the U.S. to test whether 
consumers are portrayed as older in one 
country than in the other. Political scientists 
might code the rhetoric of a presidential 
debate to look for patterns and predictors. 
Archeologists might code a set of artifacts 
to produce emergent categories or styles, or 
to test whether some intrusive artifacts can 
be traced to a source. Cultural anthropolo- 
gists might test hypotheses across cultures 
by coding data from the million-pages of 
ethnography in the Human Relations Area 

Files and then doing a statistical analysis on 
the set of codes. 

Strictly speaking there is no such thing as a 
quantitative analysis of qualitative data. The 
qualitative data (artifacts, speeches, ethnog- 
raphies, TV ads) have to be turned first into 
amatrix, where the rows are units ofanalysis 
(artifacts, speeches, cultures, TV ads), the 
columns are variables, and the cells are values 
for each unit of analysis on each variable. 

On the other hand, the idea of a qualitative 
analysis of qualitative data is not so clear-cut, 
either. It's tempting to think that qualitative 
analysis oftext (analysis oftext without any 
recourse to coding and counting) keeps you 
somehow "close to the data." When you do 
a qualitative analysis of a text, you interpret 
it. You focus on and name themes and tell 
the story, as you see it, of how the themes got 
into the text in the first place, perhaps by 
telling your audience something about the 
speaker whose text you're analyzing. You 
talk about how the themes are related to one 
another. You may deconstruct the text, look 
for hidden subtexts, and in general try to let 
your audience know the deeper meaning or 
the multiple meanings of the text. 

In any event, you have to talk about the text, 
which means you have to produce labels for 
themes and labels for articulations between 
themes. All this gets you away from the data, 
as surely as numerical coding does. Quant- 
itative analysis involves reducing people (as 
observed directly or through their texts) to 
numbers, while qualitative analysis in- 
volves reducing people to words. 

I don't want to belabor this, and I certainly 
don't want to judge whether one reduction is 
better or worse than the other. Scholars 
today have at their disposal a tremendous set 
oftools forcollecting, parsing, deconstn~cting, 
analyzing, and understanding the meaning of 
data about human thought and human 
behavior. Different methods for doing these 
things leads us to different answers, insights, 
conclusions and, in the case ofpolicy issues, 
actions. Those actions have consequences, 
irrespective of whether our input comes 
from the analysis of numbers or of words. 

Note 

1 .  This was written while I was at the 
University of Cologne (July 1994-July 
1995). 1 thank the Alexander von Humboldt 
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Foundation, the Institut fur Vijlkerkunde at 
the University of Cologne, and the College 
of Arts and Sciences, University of Florida, 
for support during this time. 
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Continued fron~ page 12 

you want to know. In these cases pauses have 
the shape of words between spaces. If special 
characters are treated by the computer program 
as if they were alphabetic characters, text 
analysis procedures will work. 

4. Functional Notation 

#(time) very long pauses, giving time in 
seconds, e.g, #(25) for a 25-second 
pause. Could be used for fractions 
of a second as well. 

RSI-I(text) pitch register shift up (register 
shift high; ( start, ) end) 

RSL(text) pitch register shift down (register 
shift low) 

ACC(text) accelerated tempo 
ACC/RSH(text) accelerated tempo with 

register shift high over text 

Thus combinations of functions or nested 
functions are possible. 

DEC(text) decelerated tempo 
FOR(text) fortis enunciation (spoken sharply) 
LEN(text) lenis enunciation (spoken softly) 
LOU(text) loud enunciation (spoken loudly; 
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can be nested for increasing 
loudness) 

SOF(text) soft enunciation (spoken quietly, 
can be nested for decreasing 
loudness) 

WIS(text) for a whisper 
ALT(word or text) alternative hearing of a 

word or phrase 
POS (word or text) possible hearing 

Alternative: The following convention has 
the advantage that it is more intuitive than 
the functional notation. Unfortunately this 
"analog" method works only with loudness 
and with none of the other functions. 

NO louder (larger type, or increasing type 
size) 

No less loud (smaller type, or decreasing 
type size) 

The functions are capitalized to set them 
apart from transcribed text. The parenthe- 
sized text determines the range of the mod- 
ifier hnction: the left parenthesis marks 
where the modification starts, the right marks 
its end. Thus WIS(no) implies a whispered 
no. In any program that treats parentheses as 
non-letters these function words are sorted 
with all other words. Problems arise if an eth- 
nographer wants, for example, a count and 
display of all loud passages. 

5. Breath 

.hh in-breath 
hh. out-breath (the length of the rows of h 

indicates the length of the out- 
breath, each h about 114 second) 

The assumption is that the h's are flanked by 
the space characters and thus do not not 
interfere with word sorts or frequency counts. 

6. Over-Speech 

For conversational overlap (simultaneous 
speech of two or more speakers), use two or 
more lines with vertical alignment at places 
where overlaps between speakers start and 
end. The analogy here is musical notation, 
where each instrument has its line of notes. 
Text processing programs generally ignore 
the extra spaces. There are few program 
available that allow separation ofthe output 
of different speakers-for example (and 
most simply), ethnographer and consultant. 

In many situations overspeech may be 

difficult to unscramble. Stereo recording 
makes unscrambling and multiple speak- 
ers' identification easier to manage. 

7. Unintelligible Words 

XXX use three capital X's for unintelli- 
gible words and groups of three 
X's to indicate the approximate 
length of an entire unintelligible 
utterance. A count of the XXX 
forms should indicate the approxi- 
mate number of unintelligible 
words in a text. 

8. Commentary 

[ 1 May contain any kind of commentary 
by interviewer, transcriber, ana- 
lyst, or ethnographer. Use these 
brackets to insert comments and 
descriptions of the conversational 
setting, for example. 

Conclusion 

The marking of discourse features is 
important for ethnography. However the 
notation calls for improvement shaped by 
experience. I hope that readers will react to 
my suggestions so that we can jointly develop 
a better, simpler, more adequate system. 

Note 

1. I thulk that a quarter second is an interval any 
human being can estimate reasonably accu- 
rately. Silverman's (1 993: 1 18) Ill0 second 
intervals become practical only with a stop 
watch. 
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